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1. Introduction 
Let Vl and V2 be affme varieties, A n be the affme n-space. The biregular can- 
celation problem asks whether Vl is biregularly isomorphic to V2 if V 1 ×A n is hi- 
regularly isomorphic to V 2 × A n. The birational cancelation problem asks whether 
Vl is birationally isomorphic to V 2 if V1 × An is birationaliy isomorphic to V 2 × A n. 
Let us formulate the above problems in algebraic terminology. 
The biregular cancellation problem. Let k be any field, A and B be affine do- 
mains over k. Suppose that A[xl,...,xn]=B[yl,...,yn] where A[xl,...,Xn] and 
B[yl,..., Yn ] are the polynomial rings over A and B respectively. Is A then isomor- 
phic to B over k? 
The birational cancellation problem. Let k be any field, Kl and K 2 be finitely 
generated extension fields of k. Suppose that-Kl(x 1, ...,xn)= K2(Y 1, -.-,Yn) where 
xl, ... ,xn are algebraically independent over K1 and Yl, ..-,Yn are algebraically in- 
dependent over K2. Is K1 then isomorphic to K2 over k? 
The main purpose of this paper is to study the relationship of the above two pro- 
blems. We apply the results of the birational cancellation problem [17, 4 and 13] 
to investigate the biregular cancellation problem. Theorem 5 is a general form of 
[1, (7.5) Corollary and (7.6) Corollary] and partially answers a question of [1]. 
Theorem 7 is the 1-dimensional biregular cancellation which was proved by 
Abhyankar, Eakin and Heinzer [1]; subsequently Miyanishi gave another proof 
from the viewpoint of Ga-action [14]. Theorems 14, 15 and 16 deal with the 
biregular cancelation problem of nonrational surfaces. Theorem 16 is implicit in the 
works of Iitaka and Fujita [7 and 9]. I would like to thank Prof. T. Sugie, Kyoto 
University, who called my attention to Iitaka's theory of quasi-Albanese maps [7]. 
Theorem 6 and its corollary are the non-algebraic version of the absence of non- 
trivial forms of A2; they answered a question of Prof. W. HeinTer in a private 
discussion. Theorem 13 generalizes (4.1) Theorem of [1]. 
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Standing notation. When A is a commutative integral domain, Q(A) always denotes 
the quotient field of A. Whenever we write A[xl, ...,Xn] and B[y 1, "",Yn], we 
always mean the polynomial ring of n variables over A and B respectively. A [x] and 
BEy] mean the polynomial rings of one variable. When we write Kl(xl, ... ,Xn), the 
xl,. . . ,  Xn are always algebraically independent over Kl; similarly for K2(Yl, ..., Yn). 
2. Some results of the biraltonal cancellation problem 
First of all we recall some results of the birational cancellation problem. 
Theorem 1 [13, Theorem 4]. Let k be any field, K1 and K2 be finitely gener- 
ated extension fields of  k. Suppose that Kl(xl,...,Xn)=K2(Yl,...,yn) and 
trans degk Ki <- 1, i = 1, 2. Then 
(1) K 1 ---K 2 over k. 
(2) K1 = 1(2 i f  the genus of  Ki over its field of  constants is not zero, 
(3) The genus of  Ki over its field of  constants i zero if  K 1NK2 is the field of  con- 
stants of  Ki, i = 1, 2. 
Theorem 2. Let k be an algebraically closed field of  characteristic zero, K I and 
K2 be finitely generated extension fields of  k. Suppose that Kl(xl,...,Xn)= 
1(2 (Yl, ..., Yn)  and trans degk Ki = 2, i = 1, 2. Then 
(1) 1(1---K2 over k. 
(2) Kl = K2 if Ki is not ruled over k, i = 1, 2. 
(3) I f  Ki is ruled over k but not rational over k, i = 1, 2, then either K1 = K2 or 
Ki = ko(ti) where ko = KI NK2 is an algebraic function field of  one variable over k 
with genus >_ 1. 
Proof. By the proof of [13, Theorem 7], it suffices to show that if trans deg t ko= 1 
where ko=KINK2, then Ki=ko(ti) and the genus of/Co is not zero. To prove this 
assertion, we can regard K i, i = 1, 2 as an algebraic function field of one variable 
with constant field/Co as in the proof of [13, Theorem 3]. Now apply [13, Theorem 
3]. Ki is of genus zero over k 0, i= 1,2. Thus there exist quaternion algebras Ai, 
over k o, i= 1,2 so that Ki=F2(Ai), i= 1,2 by [19, p. 412] where F2(Ai) is a generic 
splitting field of Ai. However Ai is the total matrix ring by Tsen's Theorem [5]. 
Hence K i = ko(ti) a purely transcendental extension of k0. Now the genus of k 0 can- 
not be zero, otherwise Ki should be rational. 
Theorem 3 (Beauville, Colliot-Th61~ne, Sansuc and Swlnnerton-Dyer [3]). (1) There 
exist a field k with any given characteristic and a field extension K of  k such that 
K(xl,x2,x3)=k(yl,Y2,...,ys) butK is not rational over k. 
(2) There exists a field extension K of  C, the complex number field, such that 
K(xl,x2,x3)=C(yl,...,y6) but K is not rational over C. 
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Proposition 4. Let K 1 and 1(2 be subfields of  a field L such that L = Kl (xl,..., xn) = 
K2(Yl,...,yn) where xl,...,xn and Yl,...,Yn are algebraically independent over 
Kl and K 2 respectively. Assume that Kl and 1(2 are free over k=Kl f3K  2 and 
trans deg k Ki< oo, i = 1, 2. Then K l and K2 are finitely generated over k. 
Reumrk. K1 and K2 are free over k=Klf3K2 if transdegtK1K2ftransdegtKl + 
trans degk K2 where KIK 2 is the composite of K 1 and K2 in L [10, p. 203]. 
Proof. L =KI(XI,... ,Xn) is separable over Kl. Similarly L is separable over/(2. 
Hence L is separable over k=KINK2 by [21, Theorem 1.1]. Moreover Ki is alge- 
braically closed in L, i = 1, 2. Thus k = KI f3K2 is algebraically closed in L. 
By [10, Corollary 1, p. 203]/(1 ®k/(2 is an integral domain. If K1 or K 2 is finitely 
generated, then KI ®kK2 is noetherian and regular by [6, Lemma 6.7.4.1]. Hence 
Kl ®t/(2 is normal in this situation. The normality of K~ ®k K2 for arbitrary Kl 
and K 2 follows from this particular case. If N is any subfield of K2,KI ®kN is a 
normal domain by the same arguments. 
Now KICKIK2CL=KI(xl , . . . ,xn).  Hence KIK 2 is finitely generated over KI. 
Choose ul, ..., uleK2 such that KIN=KIK  2 and trans degkN= trans degk K2 where 
N~k(u l ,  ..., ut)CK2. We shall prove that N=K2. 
Since K2 is algebraic over N, Kl ®k/(2 is integral over Kl ®k N. However since K1 
and K2 are free in L over k and K! ®k K2 is a domain, we see that the quotient fields 
of Kl ®t  K2 and K l ®k N are just KIK 2 and KlNin L respectively [10, Theorem 25, 
p. 208]. Now KIK2 =KIN by our assumption. Hence Kl ®kN is a normal domain 
and Kl ®k K2 is integral over Kl ®k N but Kl ®k N and K 1 ~)k K2 have the same 
quotient field. Thus Kl ®kN=K1 ®kK2. It follows that NfK  2. Thus/(2 is finitely 
generated over k. 
Corollary. Let k C Kl ['11(2 and trans degk Ki< 1, i = 1,2. Assume that Kt (xl, ...,xn) = 
K2(Yl, ..., Yn)" Then either 1(1 =/(2 or Kl and 1(2 are finitely generated over ko where 
ko - KI N K 2. 
Proof. If K1 @K2, let/Co = Kl f3/(2. Then trans degto Ki = 1. Note that 
trans degx~ K1K2 = 1. 
Otherwise, KIK2 is algebraic over Kl; hence Kl =1(2 by the algebraic losedness 
of K 1 in Kl(Xl,...,xn). Now transdegko:KiK2=transdegkoKl+transdegKiglK2 --- 
trans degt0 Kl + trans degto/(2. Thus K l and/(2 are free over ko. Then apply the 
above proposition. 
3. The ¢am:ellatlon problem of A[x] ffi B[y] 
Ruled reaidue theorem (Ohm [18]). Let (V,k) be a valuation ring of  K(x), with 
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residue field k, (V~ko)=(V,k)NK. I f k is not algebraic over ko, then k is ruled 
over ko. 
Using the above ruled residue theorem we shall prove 
Theorem 5. Let k be afield, A and B be integral domains o that k C A N B. Assume 
that A [x] = BD']. Then 
(1) I f  trans degk Q(A)<_2, then Q(A)--Q(B) over k. 
(2) I f  trans degk Q(A) = 3, Q(A) is finitely generated over k and k is algebraically 
closed of characteristic zero, then Q(A)=Q(B) over k. 
Proof. (1) If A :~B, then A ~:B and B~A.  Hence there is some element beB\A .  
Let (V, Q(A)) be the valuation ring of Q(A)(x) determined by the discrete valuation 
ring Q(A)[1/x](l/x). Clearly b ¢ V. Hence (V 0,/Co) is a proper valuation ring of Q(B) 
where (Vo, ko)=(V,k)NQ(B). If Q(A) is algebraic over k 0, then transdegkko= 
trans degk Q(B). It follows that V o = Q(B). A contradiction. 
By the ruled residue theorem we find that Q(A) is ruled over k. Similarly Q(B) 
is ruled over k. Write Q(A)=KI(xl), Q(B)=K2(yl). From A[x] =B[y], we have 
Kl(xl,x)=K2(yl, y) with trans degkKi < _ 1. Apply the Corollary of Proposition 4. 
We find that KI =/(2 or K i is finitely generated over k 0 = Ki CIK2. Applying Theorem 
1, it follows that I(i=1(2 . Hence Q(A)=Q(B). 
(2) Apply the same arguments as in part (1). Then use Theorem 2 to prove 
Q(A)=_Q(B). 
It might be very useful if we had the several-variable v rsion of the ruled residue 
theorem. However the following example suggests that such a version should not 
be the naive one. 
Example. Let K be the example given in Theorem 3 such that K(xl,x2,x3)= 
k(yl,)'2, Y3, Y4, Ys) and K~ k(yl, Y2). 
Let (V,k) be any valuation of K(xl,x2,x3) over K. Then (V,k) is a valuation ring 
of k(yl,... ,  Ys) with residue field K. Note that trans degk K= 2. 
Change the index of Yi if necessary. We can assume that there exists an integer 
r, 1 _< r_< 3, such that trans degko K = 1 but K is not ruled over/Co where (W,/Co) = 
(V,K)CIk(Yl, ". , Yr). 
For, if K is ruled over/Co, then it is ruled over k. Now apply the 1-dimensional 
birational cancellation problem, i.e., Theorem 1. We find that K is rational over k 
which is absurd. 
To conclude this section we give a result of 'cancellation by the coefficient ring'. 
Theorem 6. Let A and B be affine domains over afield k, k(t) be the rational func- 
tion field over k. Suppose that A®kk( t ) - -B®kk( t )  over k(t). Then 
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(1) I f  k is infinite, then A =B over k. 
(2) I f  k is finite, then there is a finite extension field K over k such that A ®t  K= 
B ®k K over K. 
Proof. 
some a i E A, some by E B. 
Let 
ai= E #/rOir, i - -1, . . . ,n,  
r 
#irEB, Oir=Oir(t)ek(t). 
bj = E ~js~i/js, J= 1, . . . ,m, 
$ 
ajs~A, ¢/js=q/js(t)~k(t). 
(1) Assume that k is infinite. 
Write A®kk( t )=B@kk( t ) .  Let A=k[al,. . . ,an], B=k[bl,. . . ,bm] for 
Find a place of k(t) over k , f :  k ( t ) - , kO {oo}, so that f i s  f'mite on {0/r, Yjs}tj, r,s. 
Let R be the valuation ring of this place. 
Let L be the algebraic losure of the quotient field of A. Consider 
id®f  
A~kR 'A~kk=A~L 
A ®k k(t) 
Let g be a place of A ®kk(t)  into L, which extends the ring homomorphism 
A®kR- - ,L .  Because g is constant on A, g is a place over Q(A). 
Now g(bi)= Y~ g(ajs~Cjs)= ~, ejsg(VOs)~A since g(~cjs)ek. Hence g is finite on B 
and g(B)CA. It follows that ai=g(ai)=g(~ ¢~)= ~ g(]$~)g(Oir)e ~ k. g(fl/r)C 
k[g(bl), ... , g(bm)]. Hence A = k[al, ..., an] = k[g(bl~ ... , g(bm)]. 
However g:B=k[bl, . . . ,bm]-'k[g(bl), . . . ,g(bm)] is a ring homomorphism 
of affme domains of the same dimension (which is just transdegkQ(B)= 
trans degk(t) Q(B~k (t))). Hence g is an isomorphism. 
(2) Assume that k is finite. 
Apply similar arguments as in part (1). Since the roots of the denominators or 
the numerators of Oir or q/is are t'mite, we can avoid these roots by taking a finite 
field extension K over k. We omit the details. 
Corollary. Let A be an affine domain over a field k and K any separable xtension 
o f  k. Suppose that A ®k K=K[t] or K[tl, t2] over K. Then A is a polynomial ring 
over k. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 6 successively. It suffices to verify the case when K is a finite 
separable xtension of k. This case, however, was well known [11]. 
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4. The 1.dimensional bkegular cancellation problem 
In this section we shall give a new proof of the following theorem of Abhyankar, 
Eakin and Heinzer [1 and 14]. 
Theorem 7 (Abhyankar, Eakin and Heinzer [1, (3.3) Theorem]). Let k be any field, 
A and B commutative integral domains containing k. Suppose that A[xl, ...,Xn] = 
BLVl, .",Yn] and trans degk Q(A)< 1. Then either A =B or A and B are isomorphic 
to a polynomial ring over ko where ko=A N B=the algebraic closure of k in 
Q(A) = the algebraic losure of k in Q(B). 
Before proving the above theorem, we shall establish several lernmas first. 
Lemma 8. Let A and B be any commutative integral domains. Then 
(1) A =Q(A)AA[x,...,xn]. 
(2) Suppose that A[xl, ...,Xn] =B[Yl, "",Yn]" Then A =B if  and only if  Q(A)= 
Q(B). In particular, if Q(A) and Q(B) are algebraic function fields of  one variable 
with genus > 1, then A = B. 
Proof. It suffices to prove (1). 
Let a~Q(A)AA[xl,...,Xn]. Since aEQ(A), any place of Q(A)(xl,...,Xn) over 
Q(A) is fmite on a. If a~A[xl, ...,xn]\A, we can assume that a=ao.x~+terms 
with lower total degrees, where a0~A\{0}. (Change the variables by sending 
x2-'x2+xl12,...,Xn-'Xn+X[ ", if necessary.) Now it is easy to find a place of 
Q(A)(xl, ...,Xn) over Q(A) which is infinite on a. 
The assumptions of the following Lernrnas 9, 10, and 11 are the same as those 
in Theorem 7. 
Lemma 9. Suppose that A and B are normal domains. I f  A ~ B, then A A B= 
U(A)U {0} = U(B)U {0} = the algebraic losure of  k in Q(A) = the algebraic losure 
of  k in Q(B), where U(A) and U(B) are the groups of  units of  A and B respectively. 
Proof. Since A is normal, the algebraic losure of k in Q(A) is just the integral 
closure of k in A. Hence, the algebraic closure of k in Q(A) is contained in 
v(A)u  {o}. Now U(A)= = U(BLh, = U(B). 
It remains to show that A AB is contained in the algebraic losure of k in Q(A). 
Since A ~B, Q(A)~Q(B) by Lemma 8. Hence Q(A)AQ(B) is the algebraic losure 
of k in Q(A) by Theorem 1. Now ANBCQ(A)GQ(B)Cthe algebraic losure of k 
in Q(A). Hence the result. 
Lemma 10. Let k o be the algebraic losure of  k in Q(A), F a finite Galois extension 
of  ko, Al the integral closure of A in F.Q(A). Suppose that Alffi_F[u], the poly- 
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nomial ring of one variable over F. Then the integral closure of A in Q(A) is the 
polynomial ring of one variable over k o. 
Proof. We can assume that A is integrally dosed. Let G be the Galois group of F 
over/Co. Then G acts on F. Q(A) through the action of G on F. Hence A =A~ ° = 
Flu] °. 
For each (7~G, write a(u)=aeu+pa where aa~F\{O}=F x, Ba~F. Then 
{¢~o :a ~ G} e Hl(G, FX). By Hilbert's Theorem 90, there is some a ~F  x such that 
aa=w(a)/a for all a~G.  Let w=u/a. Then Al =F[u] =Flaw] =F[w]. Note that 
(u )  o(u) a u+#o 
= = a(a) 
u Bo #o = - + ~ = w + y~ where Yo = 
a o(a) o(a) 
~F. 
Now {)'o: ¢rcG}eHI(G,F) • Since HI(G,F)=O, there exists some bcF  such 
that 3'a = ¢7(b) - b. Let t = w-  b. Then A1 =Fiw] =Fi t+ b] =Fit]. Note that ¢7(t) = t 
for all acG.  Hence tcA~=A.  
Now A =Al°=Fit]O=FO[t] =ko[t], a polynomial ring over k0. 
Lelnma 11. Let A be normal and Q(A)=ko(t ) where ko is the algebraic losure of 
k in Q(A) and t is transcendental over k o. Suppose that A ~ B. Then A is a poly- 
nomial ring over ko. 
Proof. By Lemma 9, A is a normal domain containing/Co. Hence A = ~aeA Va 
where V a is a DVR of ko(t) over ko, A is some index set. Note that V a is either 
ko[t](.f(t)) or ko[1/t]o/0 where f(t)  is some irreducible polynomial over k0. 
A cannot be the intersection of all the ko[t](f(t)) and ko[1/t]o/t ). Otherwise 
A = ko, which contradicts the fact that Q(A)= ko(t). 
Case 1. If some DVR of degree one over k0 does not appear in { Va: a cA},  then 
A Dk0[u], the polynomial ring. In this situation all the other DVR's should appear 
in {Va: aeA},  otherwise U(A)~ko\{O} which will contradict Lemma 9. There- 
fore a unique DVR of degree one over k 0 does not appear in { Va: a ¢ A }. Thus 
A =kIu]. 
Case 2. Suppose that there are two DVR's of degree _> 2 which do not appear in 
{ Va: a eA}.  Let Off), ~v(t) be the two distinct irreducible polynomials associated 
with these DVR's. Then ¢ dn v,/~vdeg¢ e U(A)\ko, which is absurd again. 
Case 3. Suppose that a unique DVR of degree _> 2 over k0 does not appear in 
{Va: a~A} and such a DVR splits into at least two distinct DVR's after some 
finite field extension F of/Co. We shall find a contradiction of this possibility. 
Now F. A [xl, ... ,xn] = F. B[Yl, ... , Yn]. Let A l and Bl be the integral closures of 
A and B in F .  Q(A) and F- Q(B) respectively. Then Al[xl, ...,xn] --BI[Yl, ...,yn], 
Q(Al)ffiF(t). By Case 1 and Case 2, A l -B I .  Hence Q(AI)=Q(BI). It follows that 
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Q(A)CF.  Q(B) and transdegk0 Q(A).  Q(B)= 1. On the other hand, Q(A) and 
Q(B) are contained in L=Q(A)(x l ,  . . . ,xn)=Q(B)(yl , . . . ,yn).  Moreover Q(A) and 
Q(B) are algebraically closed in L. If Q(A ) #= Q(B), then trans degko Q(A ). Q(B) = 2. 
A contradiction. 
Case 4. Suppose that a unique DVR of degree > 2 over/Co does not appear in 
{Va: a~A} and such a DVR is of the form ko[t](f(t) ) where f ( t )  is an irreducible 
purely inseparable polynomial. We shall show that there is a degree one DVR not 
appearing in { Va: a ~ A }. Hence a contradiction again. 
Write f ( t )=tP* -a~ko[ t ] .  Let F be the splitting field of f ( t )=O and beF ,  
b p• = a. Let A 1 be the integral closure of A in F. Q(A). By the result of Case 1, 
A 1 = F[s] where s = 1 / ( t -  b). Note that 
spin = 1/(tP, a)~ Q(A)NAI  =A. 
Since only the DVR ko[t](tv*_a) does not appear in { Va: a~A},  it is easy to see 
that 
A = I (tf(t)_a)l: deg f < l" pm, f ( t )  ~ ko[t] 1 
[ 1 t tP*~_~] 
=ko , , . . . ,  t pm-a t pm-CI t p~ 
• , =ko[ V*,sp'-! v" p* + m 
Let P be the prime ideal of A such that sA1NA =P. It is clear that 
<, . , .  ) P=~S ,S l+bsP,...,$ +b p*-I and A/P=ko . 
We claim that P.  A [xl, ... , xn ] CI B = O. Otherwise, let 0 =# Q = PA [x, ... , x n ] CIB. 
Then sA 1 [xl,..., xn ] CIB = Q. Since 0 :# Qt3 B, s must divide some nonzero element 
of B. Thus degyis=O. It follows s~A1NBI \F .  Hence A 1 =B 1 by Lemma 9. Again 
Q(B) is algebraic over Q(A). Hence Q(A)= Q(B) and A =B. A contradiction. 
Since P. A [Xl, ..., xn ] CIB = 0, we have 
koCB~ BLvl, ... , Yn]/P" B[Yl, ... ,Yn] 
= A [x~, ... ,xn]/P. A [xl, ... ,x,] =-A/P[h, ... , t,] 
--- ko[h,..., t,] where ti is the image of xi. 
Thus ko CA CB [Y l,..., Yn ] c_,ko [h, ... , tn, Y l, --., Yn ]- Changing the variables h, ---, tn, 
Yl, ..-,Yn if necessary, we can f'md a polynomial feA  such that f=  t~+terms of 
lower total degrees. Consider the ring homomorphism ko[h, ..., tn,Yl, ..., Yn] -* k0[x] 
by sending each variable ti or Yi to x. And then take the DVR of degree one over 
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k0 by sending 1/x to zero. The restriction of the valuation to Q(A) is a degree one 
valuation over/Co. Moreover the valuation ring does not contain A since the value 
of f is negative. Hence we find a DVR of degree one which does not appear in 
{ Va: ot~.A}. 
Proof of Theorem 7. First of all we shall prove the theorem when A is normal. If 
A ~B, then Q(A)¢: Q(B) by Lemma 8. Hence Q(A) and Q(B) are algebraic function 
fields of one variable with genus zero. Let/c o be the algebraic losure of k in Q(A). 
Then/Co is the algebraic losure of k in Q(B) by Theorem 1. Let F be a finite Galois 
extension of/c o so that F. Q(A), F. Q(B) are purely transcendental over F. Let A l 
and B 1 be the integral closures of A and B in F. Q(A), F. Q(B) respectively. If
AI=B1, then Q(A). Q(B) is algebraic over Q(A); hence a contradiction. Thus 
A~B I. Now apply Lemma 11 and Lemma 10. We find that A and B are poly- 
nomial rings over/Co. 
Now consider the general case. Suppose that A and B are not normal. We shall 
show that A = B. Let A 1 and B 1 be the integral closures of A and B respectively. If 
AI=B 1, then Q(A)=Q(A1)=Q(BI)=Q(B). Hence A=B. Otherwise, A l and BI 
are polynomial rings. Let P be a prime ideal so that Ap is not normal. Let Pl be 
a prime ideal lying over P and P1 =f" A1 since Am is a PID. Note that there is a 
nonzero prime ideal Q of B so that PA[Xl,...,Xn]=QB[yl,...,yn]. Otherwise 
A [xl,..., Xn ]p would be normal. Hence f divides g for every g ¢ Q. It follows that 
degyff= 0. Thus f¢B .  Hence fe  Q(A) CI Q(B)\ko where k 0 is the algebraic losure 
of k in Q(A). It follows that Q(A) = Q(B) by Lemma 8 and Lemma 9. Hence A = B. 
5. The 2-dimensional biregular cancellation problem 
In this section, k always denotes an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
zero. For a quasi-projective ariety V, ~(V) is its logarithmic Kodaira dimension 
[8]; ~(A) is the logarithmic Kodaira dimension of the affme variety with coordinate 
ring A. 
Lemma 12. Let A and D be affine normal domains over k. Suppose that 
A [XI, ... ,Xn] =DL~I, "-,Yn+l]. I f  d im A =2 and A is not rational, then A =D[u], a 
polynomial ring of one variable over D. 
Proof. We shall prove that DCA. By Theorem 2, Q(A)NQ(D)(yl)= Q(D). Hence 
Q(D)C Q(A). By Lernma 8, D=Q(D)NDDh, ...,Yn+~] C Q(A)NA[xz,...,Xn] =A. 
Hence A is a D-algebra. Now by [20], D is normal hence steady-fast, i.e., 
A =D[u]. 
The following theorem is a generalization of [1, (4.1) Theorem]. 
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Theorem 13. Let D be a commutative integral domain which is locally factorial, 
DCA cD[xl,  ...,Xn]. Suppose that A is normal and trans deg~o) Q(A)= 1. Then A 
is a symmetric algebra o f  some rank one projective module over D. 
Proof. By [2], it suffices to show that A is locally a polynomial ring. Hence we can 
assume that D is a local domain which is factorial. 
To apply [1, (4.1) Theorem] we need to show that A is factorial. Let S be the 
multiplicative closed set generated by all the principal primes in D. Then S- ID  = 
Q(D). Moreover, S- IDCS- IA  CS-ID[xl, . . . ,xn],  Since trans degs-~DQ(A)= l, 
S- IA is a polynomial ring over the field S-ID. (See the proof of the last part of 
Lemma 11.) 
Note that ifp is a principal prime in D and p =f .  g for some f, g cA C D[xl,..., xn ], 
then degx~ f=  degx~ g = 0. Hence f, g ~ D. Thus either f or g is a unit in D. Conclu- 
sion: S is generated by prime elements in A. 
Now apply Nagata's Theorem [16], A is factorial. 
Theorem 14. Let A and B be 2-dimensional ffine normal domains over k where k is 
algebraically closed o f  characteristic zero. Suppose that A [xl, ... ,Xn] = B[Yl, ..., Yn], 
Q(A) is not rational over k, and ANB~k.  Then either (1) A =B or (2) D=ANB 
is a 1-dimensional ffine domain over k and there exists ome s eD so that All~s] 
and B[1/s] are the polynomial rings o f  one variable over D[1/s]. In the second 
situation, g(A \S ing(A) )=g(B\S ing(B) )=-~ where Sing(A) and Sing(B) are the 
singular loci of  A and B respectively. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, if Q(A) is not ruled, then Q(A)= Q(B). Hence A =B by 
Lemma 8. Thus it suffices to consider the case when Q(A~ Q(B) are ruled but not 
rational. 
If A~B,  then Q(A)~Q(B) and Q(A)AQ(B) is of transcendental degree one 
over k. Moreover, by [9, Theorem 2], the logarithmic Kodaira dimensions are 
-~.  Since D=AAB~k by assumption, transdegtQ(D)=l.  We claim that 
Q(D) = Q(A) A Q(B) and D= Q(D)NA [xl, ... ,xn] = Q(D) nB[yl ,  ... , yn]. Note that 
Q(A)AQ(B) is algebraically closed in Q(A)(xl, . . . ,xn)=Q(B)(yl, . . . ,yn) and 
[Q(A)AQ(B):Q(D)]<~. Let D' be the integral closure of D in A[xl, . . . ,xn]= 
BLvl,...,yn]. Then Q(D')=Q(A)AQ(B).  Since DCA and A is normal, hence 
D" CA.  Similarly D' CB. Thus DCD" CA AB= D. Therefore Q(D) = Q(A)NQ(B). 
Now 
DC Q(D)AA [x~, ... ,xn] f Q(A)N Q(B)AA [x~, ... ,xn] nB[y~, ... , yn] 
=AAB=D.  
Hence D= Q(D)AA [xl, ... ,xn] = Q(D)AB[yl, ... , yn] ' and D is a 1-dimensional 
affine domain over k by [22]. 
Let X and Y be the affme surfaces with coordinate rings A and B respectively, 
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C be the affine curve with coordinate ring D, and A n be the affine n-space. Then 
we have the following diagram of regular maps. 
X×A n 
1 
X 
- , y × A  n 
C 
Y 
/ 
Any closed point o fXor  Ylies over some closed point of C. For, i fP is a maximal 
ideal of A and PND=O, then Q(D)CAp, trans deg~o)Q(Ap)= 1 and ht(Ap)=2, 
a contradiction. 
Since the singular locus of X or Y is a finite set, we can assume that X and Y 
are nonsingular by taking A[l/s],B[l/s] for some seD if necessary. Again the 
logarithmic Kodaira dimension does not change; for, if R(A[l/s])>_O, then by [9, 
Theorem 1] A[l/s]=B[1/s] and Q(A)=Q(B), a contradiction. 
Hence we can assume that X and Y are nonsingular affine surfaces of logarithmic 
Kodaira dimension - oo. Let )~ and ~ be the smooth completions of X and C, i.e., 
X" and ¢~ are complete and nonsingular, and the reduced ivisor of ~\X  is simple 
with only normal crossings. Consider the following maps 
X' 
X 
where f ' .~. . ->~ is the induced rational map, X'--,.,~ is some composite of 
b lo~g-ups  o that g:X '~ ~ is regular. The general fibre of g is p l .  
From the proof of (2.1) Theorem in [15], choose some s~C so that f - l (U)= 
UxA l where U=C\{s=O} is a basic open set of C. HenceA[1/s] is a polynomial 
ring over D[I/s]. Now apply Lemma 12. We find that B[1/s] is also a polynomial 
ring over D[1/s]. 
Theorem 15. Let A and B be 2-dimensional ffine domains over k where k is 
algebraically closed of  characteristic zero. Suppose that A [xl, ... ,Xn] = B[Yl, ..., Yn] 
and Q(A) is not rational over k. Then either (1) A=B or (2) there exist some 
elements l ,s2,.. . ,sleQ(A)NQ(B), al , . . . ,ap~Q(A),  Pl , . . . ,PqeQ(B) such that 
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D =A [sl,..., st, al, . . . ,  %] f'lB[sl,..., st, ]~1, " " ,  ~q] iS a 1-dimensional ffine normal 
domain over k and both of  A[s~,...,st, al,...,Ctp] and B[sl,...,st, l~l,...,Bq] are 
polynomial rings over D. In the second situation ~?(A \Sing(A))=te(B\Sing(B))= 
-o ,  where Sing(A) and Sing(B) are the singular loci of A and B respectively. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 14, we can assume that ~(A\Sing(A))= 
~(B\Sing(B)) =-o0, Q(A) and Q(B) are ruled out but not rational over k, and 
trans degk Q(A) N Q(B) = 1. 
Choose any s t  Q(A)CIQ(B)\k. Let k[sl, ... ,st] be the integral closure of k[s] in 
Q(A)CIQ(B). A1=A[Sl,...,st, al,...,ap] and Bl=B[sl,.. . ,st,~l,... ,Bq] be the 
normalization of A[sl,...,st] and B[sl,...,st] respectively. Then Al[xl,...,xn] = 
BI Lvl,..., Yn ] and D = A 1 N B1 is 1-dimensional ffine normal over k with quotient 
field Q(A) f3 Q(B). 
By Theorem 14, find ted  so that Al[1/t] and Bl[1/t] are polynomial rings. 
However we can require that t is in the set {sl,..., st} from the beginning. Hence 
the result. 
The main ingredient of the following theorem is contained in the works of Iitaka 
and Fujita. We include it here for the sake of completeness. 
Theorem 16 [ 17 and 19]. Let k be an algebraically closed field o f  characteristic zero, 
X and Y be nonsingular affine surfaces over k. Suppose that f :  X x A n .., y x A n is 
a biregular isomorphism and X is not rational over k. Then either (1) f induces an 
isomorphism from X onto Y, or (2) X and Y contain isomorphic ylinderlike open 
sets. In the second situation, g(X) =g(Y) =-  o0. 
Proof. By [9, Theorem 11 we can assume that x(X) = x(Y) =-  oo, g(X) = g(Y) = - 0% 
and f does not induce a nature isomorphism. 
For a quasi-projective variety V, let A(V) be its quasi-Albanese variety, and 
av: V- ,A(V)  the quasi-Albanese map [7, proposition 4]. Note that the image 
ax(X) in A(X)  is birational to the nonsingular curve whose function field is 
k(X) N k(Y) since X is ruled but not rational. 
Now A(X)=A(XXAn)=A(YXAn)=A(y) .  Call this quasi-abelian variety 
(= semi-abelian variety) A. Then we have the map 
X Y 
A 
Note that ax(X)=ax×A,(X×An)=ay×An(y×An)=ay(y) .  Hence we can 
identify the images of ax and ay in A. Call this curve C. C is of genus > 1 and non- 
singular [7, Corollary 1 of Proposition 5]. From the proof of 2.1. Theorem in [15], 
we can find an open set U of C so that ax l (U)~UxA,  and a~,I(U)--U×A I.
Hence the result. 
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A final remark. Fujita, Miyanishi and Sugie proved the biregular cancellation of 
A 2. X× A n___ A n + 2 = X--- A 2 [12]. We do not know the answer of the biregular can- 
cellation problem of nonsingular affine surfaces which are rational. 
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